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PREFACE

This Annual Report summarizes the research activities of the Nuclear Physics Division
in the year 2000. The scientific reports are grouped in two sections:

• Reaction Mechanisms and Nuclear Structure
• Experimental Methods and Instrumentation.

The current research program of our Division includes "in-house" activities using the
beams from the Warsaw Cyclotron of the Heavy Ion Laboratory as well as involvement
in research at large accelerator facilities around the world. Most of the work described
throughout this report was carried out as joint efforts of various international collabora-
tions.

During the last year, the first on-line test experiments with the IGISOL separator were
performed, which allowed to estimate the overall efficiency of the device as well as the
evacuation time of the radioactive ions from the ion guide source. The first radioactivity
measurements of short lived isotopes were made with the helium chamber. This work is
being carried out in close collaboration with the Nuclear Spectroscopy Division and the
Heavy Ion Laboratory.

We continued our study of high-energy 7-ray emission in heavy-ion reactions in an
energy range of 4-11 MeV/u. The measured gamma-ray spectra and angular distributions
have been consistently analyzed by taking into account complete and incomplete fusion
processes as well as bremsstrahlung emission. It has been shown that the role of incom-
plete fussion and bremsstrahlung processes increases with increasing relative energy and
strongly influences the derived GDR parameters.

Existing data on precisely measured fusion excitation functions were used to investi-
gate dynamical properties of very heavy nuclear systems, in particular the fusion energy
thresholds. This information is important for predictions of close-contact energy thresh-
olds in reactions considered for future experiments on synthesis of superheavy elements.

We also continued our participation in the FOPI, TAPS and WASA-PROMISE inter-
national collaborations.

We are strongly involved in the FOPI upgrade project, especially in the construction of
the modified TOF scintillation sub-detector BARREL that has been recently completed.
TOF resolution of 110-140 ps for minimum ionising particles has been achieved. The
analysis of "event-by-event" fluctuations in nuclear collisions has been a subject of our
interest for quite some time. Some new results concerning the possible effect of unphysical
fluctuations generated by the response function of the FOPI detector as well as by mixing
of events with different centrality are presented in this report.

The question of mass dependence of subthreshold pion production in heavy-ion col-
lisions was studied with the TAPS spectrometer. The analysis of experimental data ob-
tained with the Ar-beam on several targets, was used to study the effect of pion absorption
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in nuclear matter. The experimental data are well described within a geometrical model,
where pion absorption takes into account the momentum dependence of pion absorption
length.

The nuclear spectroscopy group continued their study of the properties of nuclei in
the region of Z>50 and N<82. K isomers (132mCe,134mNd) were investigated using the
beam from the Warsaw Cyclotron. New results concerning the decay paths and hindrance
factors have been obtained. For this intertesting region of soft gamma deformation, the
experimental results were compared with predictions of a recent theoretical model based
on the band mixing mechanism. Mean lifetimes in the range of picoseconds have been
determined for 10 levels of the 118Te nuclei. This gives the unique opportunity to study
transition probabilities in the ground state band above the band crossing. To explain the
experimental data, an extended version of the IBFM has been proposed.

A new type of rotation, interpreted as the rotation of a large magnetic dipole around
the nuclear spin was recently identified in nuclei in the mass region A«140. In this report
the structure of 141Eu was investigated with the EUROBALL III spectrometer, rotational
bands with strong magnetic dipole transitions showing characteristic features of magnetic
rotation were observed.

As was already mentioned, most of the work presented in this Annual Report results
from close collaboration with our colleagues from many foreign and Polish institutes and
universities. In this place, I would like to express our deep gratitude to all our friends and
collaborators around the world. I would also like to acknowledge the financial support of
the Polish State Committee for Scientific Research (KBN).

Krystyna Siwek- Wilczynska
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Angular distribution of primordial pions produced in
heavy-ion collisions at subthreshold energies

K. Tymiiiska, T. Matulewicz and K. Piasecki

The anisotropy in the angular distributions of neutral pions produced in heavy-ion
collisions at subthreshold energies was interpreted as reabsorption effects already in pi-
oneering experiments by E. Grosse and coworkers [1,2]. The development of dedicated
electromagnetic calorimeters (like the TAPS photon spectrometer [3]) improved the qual-
ity of measurements of neutral pions. These experiments extended the knowledge about
the reaction mechanism, confirming that the subthreshold pion production is dominated
by first-chance collisions [4,5] and that the A-resonance is important both to the pro-
duction [6] and absorption [7] processes. The present work reports the analysis of the
available experimental data on subthreshold pion production in a framework of a simple
production and absorption model, aimed at the determination of the global characteris-
tics of the primordial pions' angular distribution. Determination of any regularity would
be essential for an attempt to create the systematics of the production cross section of
primordial pions.

Figure 1: Schematic description of the
pion creation and absorption model.
The impact parameter b determines the
size of the production zone. The pro-
duction probability depends on the vol-
ume of the overlap zone, and this is il-
lustrated by the different number of ar-
rows depicting produced pions.

The model used in our calculations assumes that the pions are produced in the max-
imum overlap zone between two spherical nuclei (Fig.l). The production probability for
collisions at different impact parameters is proportional to the volume of the overlap zone
(constant for b < \Ri — .K2I and decreasing for larger impact parameters). The production
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vertex is randomly selected within that volume. The energy of the neutral pion is random
according to the thermal distribution with the 'temperature' parameter reproducing the
experimental data. At beam energies below 100A MeV, where our analysis is mostly ap-
plied, this parameter does not show any energy dependence [8]. The pion emission angle
"d is selected randomly from the distribution 1 +^42P2(cos #), where Pi is the second-order
Legendre polynomial Pi(x) — (Sx2 — l ) /2. The Ai parameter was later varied in order to
reproduce experimental angular distributions. The geometrical configuration of two col-
liding nuclei is treated as frozen and the path L, from the creation point to the point where
pion leaves the nuclear system, is calculated. The probability that the pion leaves the nu-
clear medium is taken as exp(—L/X), where the absorption length A is energy-dependent
and was parametrized according to [9]. This parametrization accounts for the large cross
section for the pion absorption around the energy corresponding to the excitation of the
A resonance. The model accounts for neither the dynamical evolution of nuclear matter
in the course of the collision, nor for the increased density of nuclear matter along the
pion flight path. It might be argued, that the first approximation is validated by the fact
that pions as light particles are, on the average, moving faster compared to the speed of
the evolution of nuclear collision. This corresponds to the assumption, that the amount
of nuclear matter the pion has to travel through is predetermined from the beginning of
the collision. As the pion absorption on nuclei has little dependence on nuclear density
[10], neglecting increased density effects can be justified. The model does not account for
the secondary pion emission following pionic decays of A-resonances excited by already
produced pions. At beam energies per nucleon below the pion production threshold, only
the low-energy tail of the A-resonance is effectively populated, so the pionic decay channel
is suppressed in favour of nucleon-hole excitations [11].

Table 1: List of systems of colliding nuclei, for which the angular distribution was calcu-
lated within the presented model.

projectile
He
Xe
C
C
C

Ar
Ar
Au

target
Mg
Au
Li
C

Pb
C

Au
Au

beam energy [AMeV]
43
44
85
85
85
95
95

1000

Ref.
[12]
[4]

[13]
[13]
[13]

15]
[5]

[14]

We have compared the predictions of our model with the available experimental data
obtained in a wide range of energies and masses of colliding nuclei (Table 1). For each
case, the A2 parameter was determined in order to reproduce the experimental angular
distributions. Some results of the calculations and corresponding experimental data are
shown on Figure 2. Generally, the agreement is very good. The only problem appered in
the case of the carbon on lithium reaction, where the experimental cross section continues
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to fall with the increasing emission angle, while the model predicts a rise. This might be
due to the special structure of 7Li, which hardly resembles the spherical drop of nuclear
matter. As a cosequence, reactions involving weakly-bound few-nucleon systems can not
be described properly within the presented model.

a.
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Figure 2: Comparison of some of the experimental angular distributions (full circles) and
model calculations, as described in the text.

The recent results of 6(L4 MeV (36Ar, n°) reactions on C, Ni, Ag and Au targets [15]
allow the study of the pion reabsorption effect in a wide range of target mass. Unfortu-
nately, the forward emitted pions were not registered in the experimental setup used in
the mentioned experiment. Also, the limited statistics of this experiment do not allow
for detailed angular distribution studies. However, one can compare the number of pions
emitted transversally to those emitted in a backward direction. Within the experimentally
available range, this ratio can be denned as

XI =
N^{y<0.5,\P±\>

JV,r(-1.5 < y < yNN, \p±\
(1)

where the momenta are calculated in the NN center of mass. This ratio (Fig.3) seems to
weakly depend on the target mass. The calculations, assuming isotropic pion emission,
overestimate the experimental values by a factor of two. Good description of the data
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Figure 3: The ratio R (Eq.l) of number of pions emitted in the transverse direction to
the number of pions emitted backward, as a function of target mass. The projectile was
60A MeV 36Ar. The dotted line corresponds to the anisotropic emission of pions with
the coefficient A2=0.66 and fixed absorption length (the result does not depend on the
selected value). The solid line portrays the results of calculations with the same A<i value,
but with the momentum-dependent absorption length.

was obtained with A2 = 0.66. In order to check the sensitivity of the calculations on
the momentum-dependent pion absorption length, similar calculations were carried out
with a fixed absorption length. Those calculations (dotted line) fail to reproduce these
experimental data.
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Figure 4: The A2 coefficient obtained
from the fit to the experimental angu-
lar distributions, plotted as a function
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The parameter A2 of primordial pion angular distributions was obtained from the best
fit to the experimental data. The values of this parameter are plotted as a function of the

8
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total mass of colliding nuclei (Fig.4). No apparent trend can be observed. We therefore
conclude, that the angular distribution of primordial pions is constant, with parameter
A2 = 0.40 ± 0.08. A larger value of A2 = 0.66 was obtained from the analysis of the
number of pions emitted transversally to those emitted in a backward direction. These
observations suggest the possibility of extraction of the primordial neutral pion yield also
for the cases, where the angular distribution has not been determined.

This work was supported in part by the Polish Committee for Scientific Research
(KBN) Grant 2P03B 013 14.
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Properties of neutral pions produced in 60 A MeV
Ar+C, Ni, Ag, Au reactions

K. Piasecki, T. Matulewicz, and K. Tyminska
for the TAPS Collaboration

Subthreshold particles, i.e. particles produced at beam energy per nucleon below the
production threshold in free nucleon-nucleon (NN) collisions, witness the initial phase
of the heavy-ion reaction, when density and energy distributions reach their maxima
[1], In the subsequent stages of the reaction, when the collective projectile motion is
transferred in quasi-thermal motion of nucleons, production of subthreshold particles is
strongly suppressed. The observed subthreshold particle yields depend strongly on beam
energy and the size of collision partners. It has been noticed that the probability of meson
production, normalized by the impact-parameter averaged number of participant nucleons,
shows a smooth dependence as a function of beam energy in the units of NN threshold
energy [2]. This dependence is mainly based on pion data. Measurements on K+ [3] and
7} [4] meson production well below the threshold, however, indicate large deviations from
this scheme. Precise verification of the mass scaling law for pions in a wide range of mass
of collision partners is necessary, as the new generation of photon spectrometers based on
BaF2 scintillators now offer much better energy and angular resolutions compared to the
spectrometers used previously. This was the motivation behind the experiment carried
out at the AGOR accelerator at the KVI Groningen, where 7r° production was studied
with the TAPS spectrometer [5] in reactions involving an 36Ar beam at 60/1 MeV on a
number of targets: C, Ni, Ag, Au. In this contribution we present the results concerning
the kinematical properties of detected neutral pions.

Neutral pions mostly (99%) decay into a pair of photons shortly (~ 10~16 s) after
production. These photons were detected in the TAPS spectrometer, which consists of
384 modules arranged in 6 blocks of 64 modules each, covering about 20% of the full
solid angle. The charged particles were detected in coincidence in the forward wall of
plastic scintillator phoswich detectors. More details of the experimental set-up can be
found in Ref. [6]. The raw experimental data were calibrated [7] using the FOSTER [8]
analysis package. Neutral pions were identified according to the invariant mass value
of two photons and chi2 analysis applied to each event [9]. Pion kinematical variables
were evaluated on the basis of the kinematical fit procedure [10]. The efficiency map
of the experimental set-up for pion detection was calculated with the GEANT-based
TAPS simulation code KANE [11]. As the efficiency (Fig.l) strongly varies with rapidity
and transverse momentum, for each event the value of efficiency was obtained from an
interpolation procedure.

10
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Efficiency

Figure 1: Efficiency of neutral pion de-
tection as a function of laboratory ra-
pidity and transverse momentum.

•0.8
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Figure 2: Transverse momentum distributions of neutral pions. The solid line represents
thermal distribution adjusted to the experimental data.

Corrected for efficiency, the cross section for pion production is plotted as a function
of transverse momentum on Fig.2. These distributions can be described with a simple
Boltzmann distribution of a thermodynamically equilibrated source concentrated around
a specific value of rapidity. The latter is justified by shapes of rapidity spectra, described

11
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below. The 'temperature' parameters (Table 1) extracted from this fit are independent
within errors on the source size and total available energy. Their mean value is equal to
16.0±0.6 MeV, what is consistent with the systematics of 'temperature' parameters as a
function of beam energy [2]. They also agree with the 'temperature' parameter obtained
in the analysis of the Kr+Ni reaction at the same beam energy of 60A MeV [12]. The
observation of almost constant spectrum shapes is consistent with the picture of pion
production in the early phase of the reaction.

Table 1: The 'temperature' parameter obtained from the fit of thermal distribution to the
transverse momentum spectra of neutral pions. The reaction systems were studied at the
same beam energy of 60A MeV. The last values come from Ref. [12]. The bottom row
tabulates the total available energy (MP and MT denote the projectile and target mass,
respectively).

reaction
T [MeV]

-Jl - Mp - MT [MeV]

Ar+C
14.5 ± 1.8

550

Ar+Ni
18.6 ± 2

1419
.2

Ar+Ag
18.7 ± 3.

1740
9

Ar+Au
15.9 ± 0.

1986
7

Kr+Ni
15.8±0.2

2084

1
f 3000 -

2000 -

1000 -

1500

1000

500

-1 -0.5 0.5
Y

0.5 0 0.5
jednostki Y

Figure 3: Rapidity distributions of neutral pions. The events (black circles) are divided
according to the p\\ > \p±\ condition (dark shading) and the p\\ < \p±\ condition (light
shading).
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The rapidity spectra (Fig.3) show dominant emission from a source located close to
midrapidity of the NN frame. Pions, according to the idea presented in Ref. [12], were
divided into two groups: pions emitted preferentially in the forward or backward directions
(|P|| > b±l ) a n d pions emitted transversely (|p|| < \px\ ) in the NN center of mass frame.
The first group of mesons consists of two separate subgroups, with regard to the direction
of emission, separated at the midrapidity value of NN system. The absorbtion of mesons
in nuclear matter in asymetric colliding systems results in the assymetry of yields of these
subgroups. Unfortunately, our experimental set-up does not cover the forward emission
zone. However, the ratio of yields of pions emmited aside to those emitted backward in
the NN frame is sensitive to the scale of the colliding systems and is subject of absoption
analysis presented in this Annual Report [13].

We thank David d'Enterria for his help in the analysis. This work was supported in
part by the Polish Committee for Scientific Research (KBN) Grant 2P03B 013 14.
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Fluctuation analysis of BUU-simulated
nucleus-nucleus collisions

I.J. Soliwoda, M. Kirejczyk, B. Sikora, K. Siwek-Wilczynska, M.M. Smolarkiewicz

Following the fluctuation analysis of Ru+Ru collisions at 1.69 A GeV [1] investigated
within the FOPI Collaboration, simulated events generated with the BUU code [2] were
analysed. The sample consisted of 1000 events for impact parameters, varying from
0 to 11 fm in steps of lfm. The $ function [3] was used as a measure of event-by-
event fluctuations and was applied to pion multiplicity, thus providing information on the
chemical equilibration [4] in the pion emitting system.

The results shown in Fig. 1 demonstrate that similarly as in experiment [1] fluctuations
decrease with increasing centrality — in agreement with the intuitively accepted picture
of a higher degree of equilibration reached in central than in semicentral or peripheral
collisions.

It is argued that BUU codes applying the test-particle method do not produce correct
event-by-event fluctuations [5]. The subsets of events calculated simultaneously with
common average fields cannot be treated as fully independent and fluctuations within a
subset are expected to be reduced. Such an effect should be most clearly visible in global
dynamical variables like total or average transversal momenta. With samples of 1000
events consisting of 5 subsets of 200 events each at disposal, we attempted to determine
the degree of correlation within the subsets. We compared the in-subset and subset-
by-subset fluctuations for the original subsets and for subsets obtained by mixing the
events. For the total and average transverse momenta as well as for pion multiplicity, we
found that both the average widths of distributions in subsets and the RMS deviations of
widths of subsets do not differ for original and mixed data beyond their relative statistical
inacuracy (3-4% for averages and 30% for RMS deviations). One may conclude that the
expected in-subset correlations of global dynamical variables in simulated BUU events of
the type studied are subtle and require large sets of some tens of thousands of events in
order to be quantified.

Acknowledgements: We would like to thank W. Cassing and E. Bratkovskaya for
providing the BUU events.
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Fluctuation analysis of BUU-simulated nucleus-nucleus collisions

8 10
b[fm]

Figure 1: $ values for pion multiplicity in BUU-simulated events as a function of the
impact parameter. For details see text.
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Fluctuations in Au + Au collisions at 0.8 AGeV -
comparison with model predictions

M.M. Smolarkiewicz, M. Kirejczyk, B. Sikora, K. Siwek-Wilczynska, I.J. Soliwoda

The analysis of the "event-by-event" fluctuations in nuclear collisions has been the
subject of our research for quite some time [1]. This research involves the analysis of data
obtained by the FOPI collaboration using the FOPI detector [2] at the SIS accelerator in
GSI Darmstadt. The "event-by-event" fluctuations were studied by analyzing horizontal
normalised scaled factorial moments (HNSFMs), as proposed by Bialas and Peshansky
[3].

In [1], the HNSFMs calculated for Au + Au collisions at 0.8 AGeV beam energy were
presented for charge, rapidity and azimuthal angle distributions. Intermittency behaviour
was seen only in the azimuthal angle distribution. Interpretation of these results requires
a comparison with model predictions in order to determine the possible contribution of
apparatus effects and mixing of events with different centralities. Two event generators
were used: the statistical code VIX [4] and the Isospin Quantum Molecular Dynamics
code (IQMD) [5,6]. The statistical model gives a good reference point, because it should
not produce any dynamical fluctuations. A sample of events corresponding to impact
parameters varying from b = 0 to 3 fm was generated. The collision process was reduced
to one source emission with the number of participants (source size) depending on the
impact parameter. The collective expansion and inter-fragment Coulomb forces were
included. The IQMD event generator [5,6] was used to simulate central ( b = 0 - 3 fm)
collisions. Calculations were performed for the hard equation of state with momentum
dependent Coulomb interactions. The coalescence procedure [7] was applied.

In order to compare experimental results with model calculations, the response func-
tion of the FOPI detector has to be taken into account. This was done with the use of
the GEANT simulation tool [8], in which only the forward scintillator wall of the FOPI
detector was considered, as in the experiment. The Coulomb and hadronic interactions
of registered particles with the detector were included. Events, generated by both VIX
and IQMD, were used as input to the GEANT code. The IQMD events were analysed
in two ways: with the reaction plane fixed in the detector coordinates (henceforth called
"fixed IQMD"), and with the reaction plane randomly rotated ("rotated IQMD"). After
the GEANT simulation, the HNSFMs of rank 2 to 5 were calculated and compared with
the experimental results. Only charge 1 fragments were considered.

In Fig.l, the deduced values of HNSFMs ((F?v)) of rank 2 to 5, calculated for the
azimuthal angle distribution, are shown. Full circles represent experimental data, stars
- events generated by VIX, squares - "fixed IQMD" events, and open circles - "rotated
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Au + Au, 800 AMeV

6<pn
Figure 1: Values of HNSFMs of ranks i = 2, 3, 4, 5, calculated for the azimuthal angle
distribution, as a function of bin widths 5<p, for four samples of events: the experimental
data (full circles), generated by VIX (stars), generated by IQMD: "fixed IQMD" (squares)
and "rotated IQMD" (open circles).
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IQMD" events. As expected, values of the HNSFMs of all ranks in the events created
by the statistical model, are around 1 and do not reproduce the experimental data. In
the experiment, the reaction plane is not fixed in relation to the detector, therefore it is
appropriate to compare those results with the "rotated IQMD". As can be seen in Fig.l,
the "rotated IQMD" reproduces the experimental data reasonably well for 8(p > 45°.
Therefore we conclude that non-isotropic emission patterns, rotated together with the
reaction plane, create apparent but trivial non-statistical fluctuations in large 6<p range.
It should be noted however, that the power-law behaviour of HNSFMs for 5<p < 45°
cannot be explained currently by the models of classical or semi-classical type (the VIX
or IQMD) and only partly can it be attributed to the influence of the apparatus.
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Fusion energy thresholds calculated with an adiabatic
nucleus-nucleus potential

J. Wilczynskia and K. Siwek-Wilczyriska

We analyse existing data on fusion excitation functions from the point of view of
determination of fusion energy thresholds, which can be identified with the lowest barriers
in the fusion barrier distributions. As an experimental value of the fusion energy threshold,
Ethri we define the energy at which the measured fusion cross section equals to the s-wave
absorption cross section:

afus = TTA2 = — — - , (1)
Z/Jt!h

where A is the wavelength of the fusing system, and \x — its reduced mass. We have
checked that for all excitation functions measured with sufficient precision, the fusion
energy-threshold, determined according to the above criterion, coincides perfectly with
the low-energy edge of the fusion-barrier distribution. Data for about 50 systems, for
which the sub-barrier part of the excitation function had been precisely measured at least
down to the threshold limit given by Eq. (1), were taken for analysis. For references
concerning the experimental data, see the recent review article [1].

We compare experimental values of the fusion energy thresholds, defined according
to criterion (1), with barrier heights calculated assuming the adiabatic fusion potential.
Following the idea of Refs. [2] and [3], we use only the known characteristics of the
system at the beginning of nuclear interaction (contact force) and in the final state of the
equilibrated compound nucleus. Smooth interpolation between these two reference points
is done without free parameters, assuming that an effective one-dimensional potential has
the Woods-Saxon shape:

The depth of the nuclear potential, Vo, is determined by the ground-state energy of
the compound nucleus (with its intrinsic Coulomb energy Ccn, and shell correction Sen,
subtracted) taken relative to the sum of the ground-state energies of the two separated
nuclei, also with subtracted intrinsic Coulomb energies C\ and C2, but shell corrections
included:

Vo = (Mi + M2 - Mcn)c
2 + Ccn - Ci - C2 + Scn. (3)

^Institute for Nuclear Studies, Swierk, Poland
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The diffuseness parameter a in Eq. (2) is determined by the strength of the nucleus-nucleus
attractive force in the contact configuration Ro — Ri + R2, calculated [4] in frame of the
liquid-drop model:

where 7 is the surface tension coefficient. As it is seen from Fig. 1, the calculated
adiabatic barrier heights are very well correlated with the experimental fusion thresholds.
For comparison, the barriers calculated with the Bass potential [5] are also shown in
Fig. 1. Obviously, they are much higher than the experimental fusion thresholds, because
parameters of the Bass potential are chosen to fit the mean, single-barrier values.
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Figure 1: Fusion barriers calculated with the adiabatic fusion potential and the Bass
potential, compared with the fusion energy thresholds deduced from measured fusion
excitation functions.

Our analysis of the correlation between the experimental and calculated fusion energy
thresholds extends to as heavy systems as 48Ca + 238U. This correlation can be extrapo-
lated to still heavier systems, thus providing support for predictions of close-contact energy
thresholds in reactions considered for future experiments on synthesis of new superheavy
elements.
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Calculations of the Pre-scission and Post-scission
Neutron Multiplicities in the 58Ni + 208Pb reaction

K. Siwek-Wilczynska and J. Wilczynski a

Below, we give a short description of our simulations of neutron multiplicities mea-
sured in the 58Ni + 208Pb reaction at 8.86 MeV/A by Donadille et al. [1]. For such a heavy
system, the reaction mechanism is somewhat ambiguous because formation of the com-
posite system does not guarantee that the system will eventually fuse. Therefore, in our
simulations we considered two scenarios: the fusion-fission scenario (in which compound-
nucleus fission is assumed), and the fast fission scenario (in which time evolution of the
combined system is entirely described with deterministic dynamics). For distinction be-
tween these two types of reactions, we used predictions of the dynamical code HICOL, in
which one-body dissipation mechanism is assumed. This macroscopic and deterministic
code predicts fusion for all partial waves below a limiting value £fus, and fast-fission-like
processes (in case of heavy systems) for higher partial waves. However, in order to repro-
duce nearly symmetric mass division in fast fission reactions, it was necessary to assume
in the HICOL calculations a reduced strength of energy dissipation during the approach
stage, to approximately half of the one-body dissipation value. With such a modification,
the limiting angular momentum for fusion of the 58Ni +208Pb system at 8.86 MeV/A was
found to be £fus=30. Higher partial waves are predicted to lead to fast fission processes. In
order to match the largest mass asymmetry of the fragments accepted in the experiment,
AA=30, the entrance channel angular momentum cannot exceed the value of £ =120.
Therefore, according to model predictions, the fast fission processes associated with the
measured neutron multiplicities cover the entire range of partial waves 30< £ <120, and
thus are expected to give a dominating contribution to the neutron multiplicities (in com-
parison with the compound-nucleus-fission reactions limited to nearly central collisions at
e <30).

The pre-scission neutron multiplicity for the fast fission component in the angular
momentum window 30< £ <120 was calculated according to the method described in [1],
however, a new "differential" Monte Carlo method of simulating the time sequence of the
cascade was introduced. This new approach is essential in the description of statistical
cascades emitted from rapidly evolving systems in which excitation energy is generated in
a time scale comparable or faster than the decay rate. The excitation energy generated
in the colliding system along the whole trajectory, prior to reseparation, was calculated
using the code HICOL. The thermal energy generated along selected trajectories is shown

^Institute for Nuclear Studies, 05-400 Otwock-Swierk, Poland
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in Fig. 1 as a function of the interaction time. These curves were used as inputs in the
calculations of the neutron multiplicities accumulated up to the scission point.
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Figure 1: Thermal energy generated along selected trajectories for the 58Ni+ 208Pb system
at E;a(,=514 MeV as a function of time.

Pre-scission neutron multiplicities corresponding to the compound-nucleus-fission pro-
cesses, expected to take place in nearly central collisions at £ < 30 were, calculated as
described in Ref. [2]. The time sequence of light-particle evaporation cascades in competi-
tion with fission was traced in a Monte Carlo code, in which the fission width is hindered
according to the Kramers-Grange-Weidenmuller formalism. Thus, the number of neu-
trons emitted during the pre-saddle stage is determined by the value of the dissipation
coefficient 7 in the Kramers hindrance factor. Some additional pre-scission neutrons are
evaporated during the descent from the saddle point to scission. The additional saddle-
to-scission neutron multiplicity was calculated in the same way as for the fast fission
processes, i.e. with the "differential" evaporation code coupled to HICOL dynamics. The
total pre-scission neutron multiplicity is equal to the sum of the pre-saddle and saddle-
to-scission multiplicities. Calculations were performed for two values of the dimensionless
dissipation coefficient 7=5 (corresponding to one body dissipation) and 7=11.

In order to compare results of our simulations with experimental information on the
correlation between the pre-scission and post-scission neutron multiplicities, we comple-
mented our results with calculations of post-scission multiplicities. The two-dimensional
correlation between the pre-scission and post-scission multiplicities deduced from the
"backtracing" analysis of data for the 58Ni +208Pb reaction at 8.86 MeV/A (Ref. [3])
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is shown in Fig. 2 and compared with results of our calculations.
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Figure 2: Correlation between the pre-scission and post-scission neutron multiplicities for
the 58Ni+ 208Pb reaction at Eio6=514 MeV, deduced using the "backtracing" method by
Donadille et al. [1]. The experimental distributions are compared with our simulations of
fast fission processes for 30< £ <120 (black strip) and the fusion-fission processes (£ < 30)
for two values of the dissipation coefficient: 7=5 corresponding to one-body dissipation
(black circle on the left-hand side) and 7=11 (black circle on the right-hand side).
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High-Energy 7-Quanta Emission in the Heavy-Ion
Reaction 18O+27A1 at 8.3 MeV/u

0. Kijewska, M. Kicinska-Habior

I. Introduction
The intention of this work was to study the importance of preequilibrium effects, which

may occur in the 18O+27A1 reaction at 8.3 MeV/u projectile energy for the measured 7-ray
spectra, and to compare these results with those for the same reaction analyzed earlier
for lower energies of 2.5-6 MeV/u [1,2]. High-energy 7-ray emission studies performed for
several heavy-ion collisions at projectile energies of 6-11 MeV/u [3] allow us to expect that
contributions of bremsstrahlung emission, incomplete fusion and preequilibrium particle
emission in the 18O+27A1 reaction up to 6 MeV/u were absent or almost negligible, as
it was assumed in the analysis in [1,2]. The 7-ray spectra at higher projectile energies
are obviously influenced by these processes which may be, however, difficult to observe
in this nearly mass-symmetric reaction. The available data at 8.3 MeV/u [4] were earlier
analyzed taking into account the complete fusion and bremsstrahlung emission [5]. We
decided to continue the analysis reported in [5] in order to estimate the contribution of
incomplete fusion and/or particle preequilibrium emission.

In the analysis performed here, for the reaction studied, the CASIBRFIT code [6] has
been used and both complete fusion and the bremsstrahlung process have been included
and incomplete fusion and preequilibrium particle emission have been simulated. Thus,
statistical 7-ray emission from the average compound nucleus produced in fusion reactions
and the nonstatistical emission during the initial stages of the collision process [5], have
been taken into account.

II. Incomplete fusion and preequilibrium particle emission
In both cases of an incomplete fusion and preequilibrium particle emission, a compound

nucleus is formed and statistical 7-ray emission takes place, but it occurs from a system for
which mass, charge, excitation energy and spin may be much lower than for a compound
nucleus formed by the complete fusion mechanism.

In the case of incomplete fusion of two colliding nuclei, only a part of the projectile
undergoes fusionjvith the target and a new compound nucleus of mass number ACN a n d
atomic number ZQN is created. The other part of the projectile, the not transferred one
(NotrP), moves further with a velocity close to the beam velocity. In such processes a-
particles, and 8Be nuclei decaying into two oparticles are mostly observed as NotrP's [8].
In the case of preequilibrium particle emission, the preequilibrium particle (PreeqP) is
emitted from the system formed by the projectile and target nuclei before equilibration
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of a compound nucleus. The preequilibrium particles here could be protons, neutrons or
a-particles. Each PreeqP or NotrP carries away a part of the available mass (AAi), charge
(AZi), energy (A-E1,), and spin (AIj). Thus, the initial excitation energy ECN, mass ACN,
charge ZCN, and spin ICN of the created compound nucleus are correspondingly lower:

ACN = AA5SC — AA, ZCN = ZA5SC - AZ, ECN — £45 5 c — AE . (1)

Both processes, incomplete fusion and preequilibrium particle emission, may occur when
projectile energy is above 6 MeV/u. Since we did not measure particles, we have estimated
that in the 18O+27A1 reaction at 8.3 MeV/u, as in other reactions studied earlier [3], the
largest reduction of mass, charge and initial excitation energy of the new compound
nucleus occurs when preequilibrium emission of particles such as neutrons, protons and
alphas is assumed. Thus, we decided to check the influence of that emission on the results
of the high-energy 7-ray data analysis. A reduction of the initial excitation energy ECN,
mass ACN a n d charge ZCN of the created compound nucleus have been estimated as:

AE* = AZ = (2)

Here Bi and T; (Table 1.) represent the binding PreeqP energy in 45Sc calculated with
the CASCADE code and the average kinetic PreeqP energy evaluated in the Fermi Jet
model [7], since only 7-rays were measured in the 18O+27AI experiment. The emission
multiplicity Ui of possible PreeqP's was estimated from literature data. The multiplicities
of a-particles were evaluated on the basis of the 12C+51V reaction at projectile energies
of 36-100 MeV and their dependence on the projectile velocity ($05) [8]. They display a
nearly linear dependence on /?jo& and are only weakly influenced by the kind of reaction
[9]. The multiplicity of the protons was calculated as one half of the a multiplicity,
according to [10]. The multiplicity of the neutrons was estimated on the basis of the
12C + Gd reaction data [11]. All the values found are given in Table 1. Considering the

Table 1: Characteristics of the PreeqP's in the 18O+27A1 reaction at 8.3 MeV/u.

PreeqP
n

P
a,8Be

Ti[MeV]
10
12
22

A [MeV]
11.3
6.9
7.9

Ei = Ti + ^ [MeV]
21.3
18.9
29.9

Ai

1
1
4

Zi

0
1
2

0.75
0.23
0.46

values given in Table 1, an average effect of complete fusion and preequilibrium particle
emission provides formation of the average compound nucleus of 42Ca with an initial
excitation energy of ECN = 78.6 MeV. In order to take this into account when analyzing
the reaction, an average projectile (Ap, Zp) has been assumed to interact with the target
of 27A1 during the leading-to-fusion collision:

AP = A18o - AA, ZP = Zi8O ~ AZ. (3)

Thus, the average projectile which takes part in fusion is estimated to be 15N and its
energy to be equal to 88.9 MeV in the laboratory frame.
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Figure 1: CASIBRFIT calculations for 18O + 27A1 at Eproj/A=8.3 MeV/u: measured
and fitted 7-ray spectrum c(E7) (upper solid line - total; lower solid line - statistical
contribution; dashed - bremsstrahlung contribution), a\{E7) coefficient, absorption cross-
section aabs(E7) and az(E7) coefficient (data only).

III. CASIBRFIT calculations and conclusions
The CASIBRFIT code used in the presented calculations has included both the brems-

strahlung process in the 18O+27A1 reaction at 8.3 MeV/u projectile energy and the statisti-
cal decay of the average compound nucleus 42Ca at EQN = 78.6 MeV/u created as a result
of complete fusion and preequilibrium emission. Formation of the 42Ca* was simulated
in the calculations by the 15N+27A1 at 5.2 MeV/u complete fusion reaction. The 7-ray
emission calculated for both statistical, with the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) decay
included, and nonstatistical processes has been fitted to the measured data [4]: the 7-ray
spectrum a7(E7) and angular distribution coefficient ai (Ey). The GDR parameters for the
two components of the GDR: Si, E\, Fi, S2, E<i, T2, and the bremsstrahlung parameters:
<7o, EQ have been varied and extracted from the fit. They are listed in Table 2. Results
of the fit are shown in Fig. 1. The presence of the preequilibrium emission contribution
in the calculations resulted in lowering of the excitation energy of the compound nucleus
formed. As a consequence, the statistical 7-ray cross-section decreased at high E7. This
caused the second GDR component and bremsstrahlung contribution to increase in order
to fit the data. As a result, the fitted value of the a\{E7) coefficient became positive and
slowly increasing at high E7. The ratio of the S2/S\ became larger and the relative con-
tribution of the second GDR component increased, improving the quality of the fit, when
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compared with results which included only the complete fusion and bremsstrahlung [5].
This suggests that even if the incomplete fusion, particle preequilibrium emission and
bremsstrahlung processes should be taken into account at projectile energy of 6 MeV/u
for the reaction studied, they would cause an increase of the second GDR component in
the calculated absorption cross-section, which would support the conclusion of [1,2].

Table 2: GDR and bremsstrahlung parameters for the 18O+27A1 at 8.3 MeV/u.

E E2/E1 S2/Si S1+S2 FWHM
19.9 ± 7.5 1.35 ± 0.18 0.9 ± 10.5 1.33 ± 0.92 18.2 ± 1.1

Ti T2 a0 #o(30 MeV) [MeV]
13.5 ± 19.2 17.0 ± 34.9 0.078 ± 0.115 7.3 ± 2.9
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Giant Dipole Resonance studies
with JANOSIK set-up

Z. Trznadel, M. Kicinska-Habior, 0. Kijewska, M. Kisielinskia, M. Kowalczyk,
J. Choinskia, E. Wojcik, K. Piasecki, K. Tyminska, Z. Tyminski

During the last year the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) studies in 70'76Se nuclei have
been completed. High-energy 7-rays emitted in the 12C + 58>64Ni reactions at 4 MeV/u
beam energy from the Warsaw Cyclotron were measured earlier using the multidetector
system JANOSIK [1]. Last year the data for the 12C + 58Ni reaction were remeasured after
installation of the ECR ion source and modernization of the RF system at the Warsaw
Cyclotron. The angular distribution coefficients A0(E1), ai(Ey) and a^Ery) for 7-rays
emitted in the 12C + 58>64Ni reactions have been calculated in the nucleus-nucleus CM
frame assuming parameterization of the measured three-angle (9iab = 60, 90, 120°) 7-ray
angular distribution by Legendre polynomials. As a result, the ai(2?7) consistent with zero
in agreement with the statistical emission, and the a2{E1) clearly showing deformation
of the 70>76Se nuclei at the excitation energy studied, have been obtained. The results
obtained at the Warsaw Cyclotron constitute a part of a larger project in which the
reactions discussed here have also been studied at three other bombarding energies: 5.5, 8
and 11 MeV/u of the 12C beam from the University of Washington Superconducting Linear
Accelerator [2]. The data were then consistently analyzed by taking into account complete
and incomplete fusion, preequilibrium particle emission and bremsstrahlung emission,
present at projectile energies above 5 MeV/u. High-energy 7-ray spectra Ao(E7) and
a\ (E-f) coefficients have been fitted simultaneously using the CASIBRFIT code [3] in order
to extract GDR and bremsstrahlung parameters [2]. At the low projectile energy studied
at the Warsaw Cyclotron, there is no need for incomplete fusion and preequilibrium
particle and bremsstrahlung corrections. High-energy 7-ray spectra measured at 4 MeV/u
have been fitted assuming complete fusion only. The results of the best fits are shown
in Fig. 1. The extracted GDR parameters are presented in Fig. 2 together with the
results obtained at higher projectile energies as a function of the final state temperature,
corrected, when needed, for incomplete fusion loss [2].

"•Heavy Ion Laboratory, Warsaw University, Poland
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Figure 1: Measured and fitted high-energy 7-ray spectra (AQ, top row) and absorption
cross-section (bottom row) for 12C + 58>64Ni at 4 MeV/u.
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(right) at 4 - 11 MeV/u.
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During the last year a new project was also started in order to study the GDR in highly
excited 32S nuclei. The 20Ne + 12C reaction at 6 MeV/u has been already measured and
the high-energy 7-ray spectrum (see Fig. 3) has been detected at 9^ = 90° in a 25.4
cm x 29 cm Nal(Tl) crystal surrounded by an active plastic anticoincidence shield, and
passive 6LiH and Pb shields. The multiplicity of low-energy 7-rays has been measured
using a multiplicity filter, which consisted of 32 small scintillator detectors.

20 25 30

EJMeV]

Figure 3: Measured high-energy 7-ray spectrum for 20Ne+12C at 6 MeV/u (preliminary
data).

In order to determine the effect of incomplete fusion and preequilibrium particle emis-
sion in the reactions studied, coincidence measurements of light charged particles (pro-
tons and cc-particles) and 7-rays are planned using Si-telescopes. A modification of the
JANOSIK set-up is in progress.
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(KBN Grant No. 2 P30B 035 15).
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I. Introduction
Nuclei possessing large angular momenta, in the vicinity of the fission barrier, are

expected to have large deformations. So far, the problem of shapes in fissioning nuclei has
been studied with measurements in which GDR 7-decay was detected in coincidence with
the fission fragments (e.g. [1,2]). The analysis and interpretation of such experiments is
however difficult, since the measured spectra contain contributions both from the GDR
decay in the fission fragments (post-fission) and from the fissioning nucleus (pre-fission).
It is therefore clear that measurements associated with nuclei close to the fission barrier
but surviving the fission competition are extremely interesting, since they allow to study
the nuclear shapes in a new regime and in spectra free from fission fragment contributions.
In addition, measurements of this type are important to test the model of thermal shape
fluctuations in this extreme regime close to the fission, which has not yet been explored.

To investigate this problem, we have chosen the compound nucleus 216Rn formed in
the reaction of 96 MeV 18O on 198Pt inducing an angular momentum distribution of lmax =
42 h, and an excitation energy E* = 56 MeV. This choice was related to the fact that a
possible decay path of that compound nucleus competes with fission and strongly feeds the
long-lived high-spin isomers in 211Rn (T1/2 = 201 ns, F = 63/2") and 212Rn (T1/2 = 154
ns, Iw — 30+). In addition, one can expect that the fission limit is below 40 h, since only 1
or 2 discrete transitions feeding this isomer were found [3]. Consequently, the detection of
high-energy 7-rays in coincidence with the delayed radiation from the high-spin isomeric
states allows to select Rn-nuclei at angular momenta close to the fission barrier, but still
surviving the fission competition.

II. Experimental set-up
The basic idea of the experiment was to use the recoil-catcher geometry technique,

similar to that previously employed in the discrete 7-spectroscopy of the Polonium isotopes
[4], or in the GDR studies of Dysprosium isotopes [5]. The 18O pulsed beam, provided
by the LNL Legnaro accelerator facility, with a repetition period of 400 ns and 10 ns
pulse width, allowed to measure coincidences between prompt and isomeric 7-rays. A
self-supported target 198Pt of 1 mg/cm2, where the compound nucleus is formed and the

a The Henryk Niewodniczanski Institute of Nuclear Physics, Krakow, Poland
bDipartimento di Fisica and INFN, Milano, Italy
c The Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark
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prompt 7-radiation takes place, was surrounded by the HECTOR array [6]. The residual
nuclei ejected from the target were stopped in a 6 um thin Mylar catcher with a central 6
mm hole for the beam. The catcher was positioned in the forward direction at a distance
of 40 cm, reached by the recoiling nuclei in about 150 ns. The delayed radiation emitted
by the stopped residues was detected in a cylindrical eight-segmented BGO shield, which
was put on the beam pipe to surround the catcher. A Ge-detector was installed at 146°
for discrete 7-radiation measurement. Fig. 1 illustrates the set-up.
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Figure 1: The catcher set-up added to the standard HECTOR array.

The signals of prompt high-energy 7-rays from the target were recorded on tape only
when followed by delayed radiation detected in the catcher set-up. Additionally, we
measured the time between the reaction and the isomeric decay, and the sum energy of the
delayed 7-transitions. Fig. 2 shows the time spectrum of the delayed 7-rays, corresponding
to the recoils' time of flight convoluted with the isomeric decay curve.

III. Preliminary results
In order to select the high-energy 7-rays feeding the longest isomeric states, a gate on

the TOF. spectrum was set as indicated in Fig. 2. To check whether such a gate causes an
enhancement of feeding to high-spin states, it was also used for gating Ge-spectra. Fig.
3 shows Ge-spectra: the total and the TOF-gated (normalised to the 854 keV line); and
their difference, showing the expected enhancement of high-spin state feeding. Indeed,
the 1062 keV line that feeds the 63/2" isomer in 211Rn, and 925 keV line that feeds the
30+ isomer in 212Rn [3], are both clearly enhanced.

Fig. 4 shows the total, ungated high-energy 7-spectrum (circles). In addition, the
result of the statistical model fit to the total spectrum, assuming a single Lorentzian GDR,
is shown by the solid line. The calculation resulted in a GDR width of 10.0 MeV (see the
inset in Fig. 4), which is much larger than the ground state value (around 4 MeV). This
indicates, that even in the total spectrum, larger deformations and thermal fluctuation
effects are pronounced.

In the same figure, the preliminary spectrum of high-energy gamma rays gated by
isomeric decay (as indicated in Fig. 2) is shown (squares). In addition, it was required that
the sum energy measured in the BGO detector was high enough to further discriminate
the low spin isomers and the background from the radioactivity. Both, gated and total
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Figure 2: Time spectrum of radiation measured in the BGO surrounding the catcher
relative to prompt radiation.

spectra, were normalised at 6 MeV. It can be seen that, in spite of low statistics, the
gated spectrum has relatively higher yield in the E1 = 12-16 MeV region. This might
indicate a larger contribution of prolate deformed shapes, as one would expect for nuclei
on their way to fission. However, a confirmation of this interpretation needs an analysis
based on a Monte-Carlo version of the statistical model code CASCADE. Such analysis
an is in progress and is expected to provide more quantitative information on the shapes
of decaying 216Rn nuclei at very high spins.
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Figure 3: Ge-spectra: gated by delayed radiation (upper spectrum in the top panel), total
(lower spectrum in the top panel) and their difference (bottom panel).
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Figure 4: High energy spectra from the decay of 216Rn*: circles — ungated spectrum;
squares — spectrum gated by long-lived isomers; line — statistical model fit to the ungated
spectrum. In the inset: GDR strength function as obtained from the statistical model fit
to ungated data.
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The low energy part of the level scheme of 125La is not known in detail, although the
structure of these nuclei was recently studied using:

a) heavy ion reactions [1,2]. The GAMMASPHERE spectrometer was used to detect
the de-excited 7 rays. In this experiment, low energy 7-rays were strongly attenuated.
As a result, the proposed level scheme consists of gamma transitions with energies higher
than 200 keV and should not be considered complete. For example, the strongly coupled
bands (7,8 in ref. [1]), presumably built on the g9/2 proton hole state, are not connected
with the rest of the levels.

b) beta decay of 125Ce to 125La [3,4]. The reaction products were mass separated using
the HIGISOL technique. A 390 ms isomeric level decaying via an E3 transition of 107
keV was found [3] and assigned to 125La. In ref. [4], the low energy gamma transitions
observed in the 125Ce decay were used to construct the level scheme. Nevertheless, both
sets of experimental data do not produce a consistent level scheme for 125La.

The aim of our test experiment was to find connections between these two partial level
schemes. In our experiment, the U2Sn(16O,p2n)125La reaction at a beam energy of 80 MeV
was used. The beam was delivered by the Warsaw Cyclotron of the Heavy Ion Labora-
tory. Gamma-rays were detected using a spectrometer consisting of 7 Compton-suppressed
HPGe detectors. Singles and gamma-gamma coincidences were measured "in-beam" and
between beam pulses of ~1 ms and « 4 ms length, respectively. Special attention was
paid to observe "in-beam" low energy gamma-rays (down to 30 keV). Several 7-lines (un-
observed in [1]) were to be in coincidence with known [1,2] transitions. For example:

a) 57.2 keV line. It follows from our data, that the line is placed below the 7/2+ level
of band 1 [1], but we have not seen any further transitions linking it to the ground state.
The angular distribution of the line is isotropic. A line with similar energy was observed
in beta decay of 125Ce [4].

b) 299.4 keV line coincident with bands 7,8. The angular distribution is isotropic.
The lifetime is of the order of microseconds, therefore the 299 keV line is weak in gamma-

&Institut de Physique Nucleaire de Lyon, Lyon, France
b Institute of Nuclear Study, Swierk, Poland
cHeavy Ion Laboratory, Warsaw University, Warsaw, Poland
dNPD and Nuclear Structure Laboratory, SUNY, Stony Brook, USA
^Institute of Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University, Warsaw, Poland
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gamma coincidences. Our data suggest, that bands 7,8 decay via this transition. Higher
statistics and a lifetime measurement are necessary to obtain reliable information.

The delayed (390 ms) E3 transition of 107 keV, was observed in the decay of 125Ce
[3]. The 107 keV line was also seen in our experiment. The intensity of this transition
(assuming E3 character) is similar to the intensity of gamma transitions belonging to band
5 [1], which is the decoupled band based on the hn/2 proton orbital. It is expected, that
the bandhead of band 5 decays via the 107 keV transition. The experimental value [3,4]
of the reduced transition probability for the E3, 107 keV transition equals 1.0(2) W.u. In
the framework of the Core Quasi-Particle Coupling model, the B(E3) value was calculated
for the ll/2j~—»5/2f and 11/2J" —>5/22~ transitions. Reduced transition probabilities are
equal to 1.07 W.u. and 0.04 W.u., respectively. The first value agrees well with the
experimental results. This experiment has provided some new information but does not
solve the problem of the lower part of the 125La level scheme. For this, a longer and more
efficient experiment is needed.
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Figure 1: Decay scheme of the Kn=S~ isomers in the nuclei 132Ce [1] and 134Nd. Possible
E?> decay of the 134Nd isomer is shown by dashed lines.

Within the course of our investigations [1] of the properties of K* = 8 isomers in the
N= 74 isotones, the decay of the 2294 keV, 410us isomer in 134Nd has been studied with
a beam provided by the Warsaw Cyclotron and the OSIRIS multidetector array. This
isomer was reported for the first time by Parkinson et. al [2], In our experiment, 134Nd
nuclei were produced in the 118Sn(20Ne,4n) reaction at a beam energy of 100 MeV. The
beam structure consisted of 1 ms macropulses separated by 4 ms off-beam periods. The
list mode single spectra and off-beam 7 — 7 coincidences were registered. The aim of
our experiment was to find the E2> 596 keV transition expected to deexcite the K* — 8~
isomer to the 5+ level of the 7 band. This band is known from beta decay of 134Pr [3]. In
Fig. 1 the decay schemes of the isomer in 134Nd and, for comparison, in 132Ce are shown.

The K* = 8~ isomers in 130Ba, 132Ce, 134Nd, 13Sm and 138Gd isotone decay via forbid-
den El transitions with a degree of K forbiddeness v = 7 to 8+ members of the ground
state band. The El transition rates and respective reduced hindrance factors / 7 (circles in

a The Andrzej Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies, Swierk, Poland
h Heavy Ion Laboratory, Warsaw University, Poland
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Figure 2: Systematics of reduced hindrance factors for the even N=74 isotones. Calculated
values (solid and dashed lines) for /6 and f7 are also shown. In the case of El transitions,
the Weisskopf estimates used in calculations of f7 are multiplied by a factor of 104 to take
into account their generally higher hindrance.

Fig. 2) vary significantly from isotone to isotone and their behaviour can be explained by
a band mixing mechanism involving the ground state band and s band (solid line in Fig.
2). The second isomer decay branch of these isomers, leading via M2(+E3) transitions
with v = 6 to the 6+ members of the ground state band, has been found only in 130Ba
132Ce and 134Nd. The corresponding reduced hindrance factors f% are marked by squares
in Fig. 2. Experimental information on the third isomeric decay branch going through E2>
transitions with v = 3 to 5+ levels of the 7 band is also scarce, with the corresponding
reduced hindrance factors fz marked by triangles in Fig. 2. A i^-mixing, characteristic for
the axially asymmetric nuclei, may account for the reduced hindrance factors / 3 « 6.5 of
the EZ transition to 5+ states in 130Ba and 132Ce. Similar E3 decay of the 410 us isomeric
state in 134mNd has not been observed. However, we were able to determine that in this
case the reduced hindrance factor f% is greater or equal to 9.5. In [1] it was suggested that
low values of /3 may result from K = 4 admixtures to the wave functions of 5+ (K = 2)
states predicted by the Davydov-Filipov model for the 7 deformed nuclei. Both hindrance
factors: fa and j% suggest a sharp difference in the 134Nd isomer structure in comparison
with 130Ba and 132Ce.
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Lifetimes of 10 levels with spins of up to
I=16+ belonging to 118Te have been mea-
sured by the DSA and Recoil Distance (RD)
methods. The 109Ag(13C,p3n) reaction at a
beam energy of 54 MeV was used. The ex-
periment was performed at TAL NBI (Den-
mark). The 7-7 coincidences were collected
by the NORDBAL array.

A new methodical approach of lifetime determination based on lineshape analysis of
coincidence spectra has been applied in the RD method. In this case, lifetimes were deter-
mined through simultaneous analysis of the lineshape of unshifted and shifted components
(see Ref. [1], where the Recoil Distance Doppler Shift Attenuation method is described).
The properties of 118Te nuclei give us the unique possibility to analyse E2 transition prob-
abilities in the ground state collective band, even above the band crossing. The results,
reduced transition probability vs. spin of levels belonging to the ground state band are
presented in the figure given above.

The excitation energies and E2-transition probabilities, particularly in the backbend-
ing region, are interpreted in the framework of a new version of IBFM (IBM -f- 2 qp)
semimicroscopic theory [2,3]. A new hypothesis, that the 0 boson numbers for pure col-
lective and 2 qp interactive bands could differ from each other and from standard IBM1
value, is proposed. A reasonable description of the level scheme and B(E2) values for the
ground state, 7- and lowest 2-qp bands is given.
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One of the most interesting results of the last few years in nuclear spectroscopy is
observation of rotational bands in almost spherical nuclei. This new type of excitation is
represented by the rotation of a large magnetic dipole around nuclear spin and is called
Magnetic Rotation (MR) [1]. In contrast with the single-particle nature of the low-spin
states, the dipole MR bands exhibit enhanced Ml transition strength. These bands are
characterized by large B(M1)/B(E2) ratios because the crossover E2 transitions are weak
or unobserved. The states in MR bands follow a rotational-like pattern (the spins of states
have linear behaviour in a function of rotational frequency). In our data collected during
the EUROBALL III, experiment we have observed Ml bands in the 141Eu nucleus.

Excited states in 141Eu were populated using the reaction "Ru(48Ti, 3p3n). The beam
energy was 240 MeV. The " R u target, enriched to 95%, consisted of four self-supporting
metal foils with a total thickness of 0.84 mg/cm2. The recoil velocity was v/c«3.4%. The
experimental set consisted of the EUROBALL III 7-detector and the charged-particle
detector ISIS. Data analysis was carried out with the software package "Ana" [2]. Details
of the experiment and data analysis have been described in [3].

The previously known level scheme [4] has been revised and substantialy extended. In
our data, we observed three bands, which consist of strong Ml transitions with weak or
unobserved E2 transitions. This leads to a lower limit for the ratio of reduced transition
probabilities B(M1, I-+I-1)/B(E2,1-+I-2)>7 ((xN/eb)2, see Table 1. Two of the observed
bands are presented in Fig. 1, together with bands identified in 142Gd [3] in the same
experiment.

The observed states of the bands follow a rotational-like pattern. The angular mo-
menta of band I and band II in 141Eu have similar frequency dependences as in 142Gd,
but the angular momenta in 141Eu are about Ah smaller (see Fig.2). This indicates that
their configurations result from those of 142Gd after subtraction of a single proton. Hence,
a vh~y2i:hiii2 configuration may be assigned to band I in 141Eu. Band II results from
the breakup of a second hn/2 neutron-hole pair. Configuration assignment to band III in
141 Eu appears to be more difficult, though data analysis is still in progress.

&Institut fur Kernphysik, Forschungszentrum Ju'lich, Germany
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Figure 1: Dipole bands in 141Eu and 142Gd nuclei. The proposed configurations of the
bands are indicated on the right side of each scheme.
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Figure 2: Angular momentum vs. rotational frequency for the dipole bands in 141Eu and
142Gd.

In the nearest future we are planing to measure the lifetimes of states in magnetic
bands to confirm their Magnetic Rotational character.
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Table 1: Reduced transition probabilities B(M1)/B(E2) of the dipole bands in 141Eu.

h

31/2"
33/2"

(35/2"

(39/2-)
(41/2-)
(43/2-)
(45/2")

(keV)
B(M1)/B(E2)

Dipole band I
29/2"
31/2"
33/2"

267
472
691

27 ± 5
7.2 ± 1.3
12 ± 2

Dipole band II
(37/2")
(39/2")
(41/2-)
(45/2-)

170
336
466
628

4.4 ± 1.2
7 ± 3
14 ± 2
21 ± 6

(41/2)
(43/2)
(45/2)
(47/2)
(49/2)
(51/2)

Dipolt
(39/2)
(41/2)
(43/2)
(45/2)
(47/2)
(49/2)

} band III
335
348
404
469
443
491

17 ±
22 ±
20 ±
18 ±
19 ±
14 ±

4
6
7
6
5
6
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The region of nuclei Z > 64, N < 82 close to the proton drip line has recently ben the
subject of many theoretical studies directed at the understanding of proton radioactivity.
Experiments aimed to investigate these nuclei suffer from very low cross sections and
many contaminations of less neutron-deficient nuclei, which are produced with higher
cross sections. The information on 142Tb available before this study was limited to the
ground state and a few excited states below 15 us isomer [1]. Recently the recoil isomer
tagging technique was employed to correlate prompt and delayed 7-ray transitions across
the isomeric state [2]. A few states were observed to be built upon a known 15 us isomer.

We have investigated the excited states in the 142Tb nucleus in two experiments per-
formed at LNL Legnaro. During the EUROBALL experiment, in which we studied high-
spin states in the 142Gd nucleus [3], the neighbouring Tb, Gd, Eu and Sm nuclei were
excited too. The number of populated 142Tb nuclei allowed us to investigate the high-spin
states in this isotope. Our reaction was " R u + 48Ti at a beam energy of 240 MeV. The
" R u target, enriched to 95%, consisted of four self-supporting metal foils with a total
thickness of 0.84 mg/cm2. The recoil velocity was v/c=3.4%. The experimental data
were collected with the EUROBALL III 7-ray detector and the charged-particle detector
ISIS. Various types of 7 — 7 — 7 cubes have been sorted for the construction of the level
scheme. In the second experiment, the 54Fe + 92Mo reaction, a 240 MeV incident beam
energy was used. The incident beam was obtained with the XTU tandem accelerator
of the Legnaro National Laboratories, Italy. The multi-detector array GASP, consist-
ing of 40 high-efficiency Compton-suppressed HPGe detectors and the 80 element BGO
multiplicity filter was used. The 40 telescope Si ball (ISIS) supplied information on the
type and multiplicity of the charged particles emitted, while the recoil mass spectrograph
(CAMEL) allowed mass identification. The target used was about lmg/cm2 thick 98Mo
foil. Gamma transition assignment to the 142Tb nucleus in this experiment was made
with the analysis of 7 — 7 — 7, mass—7 — 7, 7 — 7—multiplicity and mass—7—multiplicity
cubes. More details are described in [4].
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In the work reported here, we studied excited states in 142Tb above the 280 keV 5~
isomer (0.3 s) up to an excitation energy of ~ 5 MeV.

Figure 1 shows the preliminary level scheme of the 142Tb nucleus. The observed 7-
transitions are based on the 5~ (280 keV) state. The 7-cascade, observed in the tagging
experiment [2] is seen in our experiments, but it has no linking transitions with the
presented structure. Data analysis is still in progress.

789

731

746

707

O.3 s

142

280 keV

Figure 1: The deduced level scheme for 142Tb states. The observed 7-transitions are based
on the 5~ (280 keV) isomeric state.
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Clusterization algorithm for the IQMD code

M. Kirejczyk

As was reported in the previous edition of the NPD Annual Report [1], the IQMD
transport code for the simulation of nuclear collisions has been installed on NPD machines.
The result of a simulation of a single event is a set of numbers, that describe the positions
and momenta of elementary particles (in case of the version used in our research, this
means nucleons, delta resonances and pi mesons) after the final time-step of simulation.
In a number of cases such sets can be directly subjected to analysis. However, the main
reason we employ IQMD code is to compare its results with the results of analyses of
correlations and event-by-event fluctuations in nuclear collisions [2,3]. Such an analysis
(and especially the search for intermittency) may be very sensitive to the events, in which
one or more groups of nucleons is emitted together. In physical reality they would form
cluster, while in IQMD results they are separate particles. It is therefore necessary to find
such groups of nucleons and single them out as clusters.

This is usually done through the coalescence method: particles, that are close in the
phase space are considered to be a cluster. A standard procedure involves scanning the
phase space with a sphere of a given radius (in this paper it will be called "coalescence
radius", or "coalescence distance"), and forming a cluster out of nucleons that are inside
this sphere.

The numerical implementation of this method may raise some doubts as to the posi-
tioning of the center of such a sphere. Should it be placed on each nucleon consecutively ?
Should any changes be made if there is more than one (central) nucleon in a given clus-
ter ? And is any implementation of such an algorithm fully stable against permutations
(namely, will the results change if nucleons are reordered before the clusterization) ? Such
questions were asked, which led to experiments with another algorithm.

In our approach any pair of nucleons, that is separated by less than coalescence dis-
tance (the distances in momentum and coordinate space are calculated and checked in-
dependently), is considered to be bound. So, two nucleons separated by more than such
a distance may turn out in the same cluster, if there are additional, binding nucleons be-
tween them. The resulting "chains" that are produced in this way are considered clusters.

In investigating the results of this approach, the IQMD simulation of 70 000 central
(6 = 1 — 3fm) Au (800 AMeV) + Au collisions was used. The output depicted positions
of nucleons, pion mesons and A-resonances 75 fm/c after the beginning of the collision.
If there were undecayed A-resonances, the decay-modeling procedure was applied. Then
the clusterization algorithm was used, and all the products were transformed from center-
of-mass to the laboratory system.
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Finding the proper coalescence distance is essentially guesswork. Therefore, a method
that would allow at least qualitative assessment of the clusterization is necessary. We
decided to apply an approach based on the simplified correlation function.

The correlation function in this work is defined as:

N{q)evF(q) = A
N(q)r

where q = \p[ — p^\ is a distance between 2 nucleons in momentum space, N(q) - the
number of nucleon pairs separated by q (with q binned), the subscript ev denotes that pairs
are taken from the same event, while mix symbolizes that nucleons come from different
events ("mixed events"). A is a normalization constant, defined by the ratio of total
numbers of pairs in m;x and ev categories.
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Figure 1: "Correlation functions" F(q) shown for different clusterization distances.

Figure 1 shows functions F(q) for different clusterization distances. In all the cases,
neutrons and protons are taken together - there was no significant difference between
F-functions of protons and neutrons, and not separating nucleons improves the statis-
tics considerably. Clusters that are formed are not taken into account when correlation
function is calculated.

Within the approach applied, nucleons form a cluster if they are within the clus-
terization distance in momentum and coordinate space independently. However, these
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distances are not totally independent. Particles that have similar velocities at freeze-out
time (which happens at about 30fm/c) occupy close positions in coordinate space after
additional propagation time (in the case of this work clusterization is performed some
45fm/c after freeze-out). Therefore, as a rule, one condition (in this study, it is the dis-
tance in coordinate space) is really decisive, and small variations in the other condition
hardly influence the result.

As can be deduced from Figure 1, for clusterization distances larger than 4fm, the rise
in correlation function due to clusterized nucleons is removed, and one may even argue
that the influence of clusterization procedure is possibly too strong.
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Figure 2: Charge distribution in experiment (full dots) and in the IQMD with cluster-
ization (histograms). Full lines denote "reasonable" clusterization distance, dashed lines
— the "increased" correlation distance (for explanations, see text). Geometrical cut was
applied, but the "theoretical" data were not passed through detector simulation.

A charge distribution was calculated for the clusterization distances of 4 fm in coor-
dinate space and 600MeV/c in momentum space (which is called "reasonable" distance).
In order to check how strongly clusterization distances influence fragment production, an
additional analysis was performed with clusterization distances increased to 6 fm in coor-
dinate and 1 GeV/c in momentum space (the "increased" distance). In order to compare
both "theoretical" results with the FOPI Plastic Wall data, a very simple, geometrical
cut (7° < (9iab < 30°) was applied. The results are shown on Figure 2 together with the
FOPI data. One can notice, that there is clear underestimation of fragment production
probability in the case of "reasonable" clusterization parameters. On the other hand, it
seems that this probability is influenced quite strongly by the clusterization parameters.
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In addition, one should bear in mind that the results of computer codes were not put
through full detector simulation, which can, in principle, alter them.

Currently the described algorithm, when coupled to IQMD, produces a number of non-
physical clusters (which is probably also partly due to limitations of the IQMD), like tri-
neutrons or Lithium-3 particles. There are therefore plans for designing and implementing
an additional "after-burner", that would remove such non-physicalities.

Acknowledgments: The author would like to thank Marcin Smolarkiewicz for providing
experimental charge distribution.
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Response function of the Nal spectrometer
in JANOSIK set-up.

Z. Trznadel, M. Kicinska-Habior, 0. Kijewska,
M. Kisielinskia, M. Kowalczyk, J. Choinski0, E. Wojcik

The measured detector response function used in analyzing 7-ray spectra from the
statistical Giant Dipole Resonance decay is folded with theoretical statistical model cal-
culations in order to compare them to the data. Thus, the detector response function
should be known as a function of 7-ray energy in the range of 5-30 MeV. Since there
are no natural radioactive sources of sufficiently high 7-ray energy, reactions induced by
accelerated particles are used as a source of monochromatic gamma rays. The reaction
10B(3He,p7)12C producing gamma rays at Ey = 15.1 MeV is often used for large Nal
detectors, since it also allows to measure the absolute detector efficiency. The n B(p, 7)
reaction allows to measure the lineshape at several 7-ray energies Ey = 4.4, 15.1, 22.6
and 31.5 MeV. At the present stage, proton and 3He beams are however not available at
the Warsaw Cyclotron.
The response function for the Nal(Tl) spectrometer in the JANOSIK set-up has been mea-
sured using the D(nB,n7)12C reaction on C32D66 target. This reaction was also used for
energy calibration, additionally to the 244Cm/13C source. The 550ug/cm2 thick C32D66
target was prepared by M. A. Saettel from IRS at Strasbourg. The n B beam from the
Warsaw Cyclotron, with an energy of 50 MeV was slowed down to 19 MeV by passing
it through a 30 mg/cm2 gold layer. A special thick copper frame and a very low beam
current of 2 nA were used to avoid evaporation of the deuterium from the target. Gamma
rays with E1 = 4.44 and 15.1 MeV from the decay of excited states in 12C nuclei and
other lines with E7 = 2.22, 6.13 and 6.83 MeV, were measured with good statistics. The
lineshape has been parameterized according to the proposal by Sandorfi and Collins [1],
but with modifications to also include a first escape 7-ray peak and to take into account
the dependence of the spectrometer energy resolution on 7-ray energy. The used form of
the lineshape for the full-energy peak at true energy Eo is given by the formula:

L(En, EQ) =
A

C—exp

3Xp

1 — exp

(1)

*Heavy Ion Laboratory, Warsaw University, Poland
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The first component of the sum describes a Gaussian shape of a line, the second —
a low-energy tail. The second component is then defined for E1 < EQ, only. It is set to
zero for E^ > EQ. With the first escape peak included, the total lineshape is given by:

L t o t(£7 , Eo) = Eo - 511 keV). (2)

Such a function was fitted simultaneously to the all measured 7-ray lines mentioned
above. The extracted fitted parameters A,C,D,l,a and a are 33 ± 2, 1.3± 0.2, 1.1±
0.3, 0.365± 0.023, 0.051± 0.007, 0.76± 0.02, correspondingly. The curve fitted to the
measured lines is shown in Fig. 1.

12 16 17
Ev [MeV]

Figure 1: The fitted lineshape for the Nal spectrometer in the JANOSIK set-up. Data
are 2.22, 4.44, 6.13, 6.83 and 15.1 MeV 7-ray lines measured when the C32D66 target was
bombarded with a n B beam of 19 MeV.

In Fig. 2 the lineshape at ^ = 15 MeV is shown for the Nal detector in the JANOSIK
set-up and compared with the lineshape of the other large Nal detectors used in similar
experiments in the Nuclear Physics Laboratory in Seattle [2].

Simulation calculations of the response function for the Nal spectrometer in the
JANOSIK set-up using the GEANT code are in progress.

This work was partly supported by the Polish State Committee for Scientific Research
(KBN Grant No. 2 P30B 035 15).
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The UWIS isotope separator
A. Wojtasiewicz, W. Bialowgs, S. Sidor

Continuation of the IGISOL project was the main work carried on by the UWIS group
during 2000 [1]. On-line test experiments were continued to evaluate the main parameters
of the IGISOL and to optimize its operation. Using the microchannel ion detector installed
at the mass separator collector, the evacuation time and the transport time for the ions
from the helium chamber to the collector were determined to be a few milliseconds. The
analysis of the activity for the mass A = 71 produced during the 20Ne + 58Ni reaction
allowed us to determine roughly the overal efficiency of the IGISOL system as between
10~5 and 10~4.

Some technical improvements, like installation of the remote control for the dosing
needle valves and the main extraction electrode, were made. This permits for providing
helium and marking gases into the ion source more precisely and better extraction of the
ions from the helium chamber. More details of these test runs are presented in Table
1. This work was partially performed within collaboration with the IPN Orsay and the
IPN Lyon in the framework of the IN2P3 - IEP UW convention (collaboration 97-87 and
99-96, respectively).

Table 1: IGISOL on-line test runs in 2000

Date

02.02.00

17.02.00

07.06.00

03.10.00

Heavy ion beam

80 MeV 300 nAa

2(JNe
120 MeV 1.6 nAa

20Ne
120 MeV 170 nA6

2UNe
140 MeV 150 nA6

Target

Ni
2.7 mg/cm2

Ni
1.2 mg/cm2

Ni
1.8 mg/cm2

Ni
1.8 mg/cm2

Ion guide
configuration

A

B

B

B

Observations remarks

Evacuation time
Activity A=71
Activity A=71

Total efficiency

Total efficiency

A: Target-window at the entrance of the helium chamber, without separating channel.
B: Target in front of the helium chamber, with separating channel inside chamber,
a: in electric nA, measured with the Faraday cup in front of the target,
b: in electric nA, measured on the target.
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System of NPD Web pages

M. Kirejczyk and M. Kowalczyk

The creation of the NPD Web server, with the address http://zfjavs.fuw.edu.pl,
was reported in NPD Annual Report of 1997 [1]. Since that time, a number of pages has
been added to the original home page. In this report we would like to describe in short
the type of information available on the NPD server.

The NPD home page is accesible at the address above. This page essentially contains
a list of several links to files or subtrees, which are discussed below.

• Full list of NPD staff, that includes names, office rooms usually occupied, telephone
numbers to those rooms and e-mail addresses. For those members of staff, who have
personal web pages, and have reported it, links to their home pages have been provided
as well. The list is offered in two formats. One closely resembles a text file, and was
provided for users of pure-text browsers like lynx.

• Research interest page of NPD. This page contains a short description of the main
areas of interest of NPD staff. It also contains links to some of the institutes, that are
collaborating with us.

• "NPD in numbers page", where an attempt is made to summarize in a few numbers
NPD possessions, in terms of both human and material resources.

• NPD publications tree containing:

o Annual Reports. 1997, 1998 and 1999 editions are provided as HTML files (con-
verted from the original LaTeX sources with the help of TTH or LATEX2HTML),
1998 and 1999 editions also in g-zipped Postscript, and 1999 edition in PDF format
as well. Electronic edition of this report is to be provided in those three formats;

o NPD preprints. With the increasing availability of electronic editions of scientific
journals, this part will probably turn into a set of links to the articles;

o NPD theses. Currently there are 2 Master (magister) theses, 2 PhD (doktor) theses
and 1 Habilitation / DSc (doktor habilitowany) thesis. It is required that any paper
appearing in this section has to be in the format, which is readable independently
of the client's operating system, and that means Postscript, PDF or HTML.

It should be noted, that Preprint and Thesis pages were created in 1999, which explains
the relative scarcity of material there.

• Seminars page. This page contains information about upcoming NPD seminars.
The title of the talk, and the name and affiliation of the speaker is provided. Whenever
an abstract is known in advance of the seminar, it is provided as well.
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• A gateway to OpenVMS 7.2 documentation and help.
• A tree containing local information for the users of NPD computers. Description of

differences between the local configuration and standard systems, as well as the descrip-
tions of several peculiarities of the NPD computer systems, is provided here. There are
plans to create user's manual for new users of our computer cluster, and those plans have
been partly put in place. Access to some of the information may be restricted.

• A set of miscellaneous links was created in response to the demands of NPD staff.
It is a sort of combined answer to Frequently Asked Questions of the type "Where I can
find information on.. ." or "Do you remember the address of...". The sites range from
publishers of scientific papers and preprints, through governmental offices, servers offering
travel information to online newspaper.

• Picture gallery contains the digital images from some of the NPD get-togethers.
• The home page of XXVII Mazurian Lakes School of Physics is housed on the NPD

server.
The NPD home page also provides links to the home pages of the Institute of Exper-

imental Physics, Department of Physics and Warsaw University.
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Personnel

Research staff

Krystyna Siwek-Wilczyñska Head of the Nuclear Physics Division

Chrystian Droste Teresa Rz^ca-Urban

Piotr Jaracz Brunon Sikora

Marta Kiciñska-Habior Marcin Smolarkiewicz*

Olimpia Kijewska* (from Oct. 2000) Izabela Soliwoda-Poddany*

Marek Kirejczyk Julian Srebrny

Miroslaw Kozlowski Krzysztof Starosta*

Zuzanna Marcinkowska* Zygmunt Szefliñski

Radoslaw Marcinkowski* Katarzyna Tyminska*

Tomasz Matulewicz Zbigniew Tymiñski*

Tomasz Morek Zdzislaw Wilhelmi

Krzysztof Piasecki* (from Oct. 2000) Krzysztof Wisniewski*t (untill Oct. 2000)

Technical and administrative staff

Wieslaw Bialowas Grazyna Sidor (untill Dec.2000)

Micha! Godlewski Sebastian Sidor

Czeslawa Gowin Jerzy Tarasiuk

Jerzy Kondeja Adam Turowiecki

Michal Kowalczyk Andrzej Wojtasiewicz

Emilia Marczyk

PhD student

On leave of absence at the State University of New York, Stony Brook

Graduated in 2000
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Visiting scientists

1. Ing. Olivier Bajeat
Institut de Physique Nucleaire de Orsay, Orsay, France 28. May - 7. Jun

2. Prof. dr. habil. Robert Beraud
Institut de Physique Nucleaire de Lyon, Lyon, France 11. Mar - 18. Mar

3. Gregory Canchel
Institut de Physique Nucleaire de Lyon, Lyon, France 14. Mar - 19. Mar

4. Dr. David G. d'Enterria
Ecole de Mines/SUBATECH, Nantes, France 22. Nov - 26. Nov

5. Prof. dr. Jose Diaz
IFIC, University of Valence, Spain 29. Nov - 3. Dec

6. Dr. Alexandr D. Efimov
A.F.loffe Physical Technical Institute RAS, St.-Petersbourg, Russia

17. July - 25 July

7. Dr. Christoph Hartnack
Ecole de Mines /SUBATECH, Nantes, France 29. Feb - 3. Mar

8. Prof. dr. Herbert Lohner
KVI Groningen, Holland 3. Sep - 13. Sep

9. Prof. Alexandr A. Pasternak
A.F.loffe Physical Technical Institute RAS, St.-Petersbourg, Russia

3. Apr - 3. June
1. July - 31. July

3. Sep - 9. Sep
4. Nov - 10. Nov

10. Evgienija Podsvirova
A.F.loffe Physical Technical Institute RAS, St.-Petersbourg, Russia

3. Apr - 3. May
8. July - 27 July

11. Dr. habil. Jozef Zlomanczuk
The Svedberg Laboratory, Uppsala University, Sweden 19. Jan - 23. Jan
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Seminars held at the NPD in 2000

7.01.2000 Stanislaw Grzegorz Rohozinski (Inst. Theoretical Physics, Warsaw
University)
Descripiton of intermediate nuclei by the "Quadrupole+pairing" model

21.01.2000 Jozef Zlomanczuk (TSL Uppsala, Sweden)
Close-to-threshold TT meson production in pp and pn collisions

25.02.2000 Aleksandra Leliwa-Kopystynska (Inst. Experimental Physics, War-
saw University)
Laser spectroscopy in nuclear physics

3.03.2000 Christoph Hartnack (Ecole de Mines / SUBATECH Nantes, France)
Description of Kaon production in the nuclear medium by microscopic model of
heavy ion collisions

10.03.2000 Helena Bialkowska (Inst. Nuclear Problems, Warszawa)
Circumstantial evidence of quark-gluon plasma observation

17.03.2000 Zbigniew Moroz (Inst. Nuclear Problems, Swierk and Technical Uni-
versity, Bialystok)
10 years of neuron nets and genetic algorithms in physics

24.03.2000 Henk Blok (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
Probing nuclear structure in (e,e'X) reactions

31.03.2000 Jan Styczen (Inst. Nuclear Physics, Krakow)
Spectroscopy of light and heavy nuclei utilizing the RFD detector (recoiling nuclei
detector)

7.04.2000 Wojciech Satufa (Inst. Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University)
Nuclear superdeformation from basics

14.04.2000 Krzysztof Rykaczewski (ONRL Oak Ridge, USA and Inst. Experi-
mental Physics, Warsaw University)
The search of new proton radioactivities utilizing radioactive beam and digital syg-
nal analysis

5.05.2000 Yuri Ts. Oganessian and Mikhail G. Itkis (Joint Inst. Nuclear Re-
search, Dubna)
Scientific Activity in the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions in Dubna
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12.05.2000 Marek Moszynski (Inst. Nuclear Problems, Swierk)
Avalanche photodiodes in scintillative detection and in X radiation detection

19.05.2000 Tomasz Czosnyka (Heavy Ion Laboratory, Warsaw University)
Is K a good quantum number - Coulomb excitations of 165Ho with the heavy-ion
beam from the Warsaw Cyclotron

26.05.2000 Aleksandra Leliwa—Kopystynska and Andrzej Plochocki (Inst. Ex-
perimental Physics, Warsaw University)
Ion traps in atomic and nuclear spectroscopy

4.9.2000 Herbert Lohner (KVI Groningen, Holand)
Nuclear Bremsstrahlung for detailed studies of the free and in-medium NN interac-
tions

6.10.2000 Reinhard Kulessa (Inst. Physics, Jagiellonian University, Krakow)
Multiphonon excitations of giant resonances and Coulomb fission of 238U

13.10.2000 Stefan Chwaszczewski (Inst. Nuclear Problems, Swierk)
Nuclear energetics of tomorrow

20.10.2000 Helena Bialkowska (Inst. Nuclear Problems, Warszawa)
The production of very strange particles in relativistic nuclear collisions

27.10.2000 Krzysztof Rusek (Inst. Nuclear Problems, Warszawa)
Clusters in light nuclei

3.11.2000 Aleksy Bartnik (Inst. Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University)
Hadrons - bound states of quarks

17.11.2000 Klaus D. Hildenbrand (GSI Darmstadt, Germany)
Kaons, Chiral Symmetry and Semiconducting Glass: The Upgrade Program of the
FOPI Detector at GSI

24.11.2000 David d'Enterria (SUBATECH Nantes, France)
Thermal bremsstrahlung photons probing the liquid-gas phase transition of nuclear
matter

1.12.2000 Jose Diaz (IFIC, University of Valence, Spain)
Pion beams at SIS/GSI

15.12.2000 Marek Demianski (Inst. Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University)
Dark matter in the Universe
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Seminars or talks held outside the NPD

13.06.2000, Marta Kiciiiska-Habior
Giant Dipole Resonance in hot Se nuclei and bremsstrahlung emission in 12C+58>64Ni
at 6-llMeV/u.
Talk delivered at the International Conference on Gigant Resonances, Osaka (Japan)

8.09.2000, Marta Kiciriska-Habior
Giant Dipole Resonance studied in heavy-ion reactions at projectile energies 6-11 MeV/u.
Talk delivered at the XXXV Zakopane School of Physics, Zakopane (Poland)

22.11.2000, Marta Kicinska-Habior
Gigantyczny rezonans dipolowy - narze_dzie do badania gora,cych ja,der atomowych.
Seminar at the Institute of Physics, Pedagogical University, Kielce (Poland)

8.09.2000, Olimpia Kijewska
High-energy 7-quanta emission in the heavy-ion reaction 18O+27A1 at 8.3 MeV/u.
Talk delivered at the XXXV Zakopane School of Physics, Zakopane (Poland)

13.01.2000, Marek Kirejczyk
Identyfikacja i badanie produkcji naladowanych mezonow K w spektrometrze FOPI.
Nuclear Physics Seminar, Inst. of Physics, Jagiellonian University, Krakow (Poland)

8.12.2000, Marek Kirejczyk
Kaony w materii ja_drowej.
Talk delivered at the Symposium of the Inst. of Experimental Physics, Warsaw
University, Warsaw (Poland)

6.12.2000, Tomasz Matulewicz
Gdzie sa neutrony w jadrach z halo neutronowym ?
Talk delivered at the "Ogolnopolskie Seminarium Dydaktyki Fizyki" organized by
the Warsaw division of the Polish Physical Society, Warsaw (Poland)

5.05.2000, Teresa Rzaca-Urban
Magnetic Rotation - a new type of nuclear excitation.
Seminar of the Nuclear Spectroscopy Division, Inst. of Experimental Physics, War-
saw University, Warsaw (Poland)

5.05.2000, Julian Srebrny
Lifetime measurements and the nonaxial deformation in 119I.
Talk delivered at the International Symposium on Exotic Nuclear Structures, De-
brecen (Hungary)
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30.03.2000, Krystyna Siwek-Wilczynska
Statistical emission from dynamically evolving heavy nuclear systems.
Talk delivered at the International Workshop on Fusion-Fission Process in the Su-
perheavy Nuclei Region, Messina (Italy)
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Degrees granted

MSc (magister) theses

Olimpia Kijewska
Zródla wysokoenergetycznego promieniowania 7 w reakcji 18O+27A1 przy energii pocisku
8.3MeV/u
The source of high energy 7 radiation in the 18O+27A1 reaction at projectile energy of
8.3MeV/u
supervisor: dr hab. Marta Kiciñska-Habior.

Krzysztof Piasecki
Badanie podprogowej produkcji mezonów n° w reakcjach wywoianych przez 60AMeV
40 Ar
Investigation of subthreshold production of TT° mesons in reactions induced by 60 A MeV
40 Ar
supervisor: dr hab. Tomasz Matulewicz.

Bozena Solecka
Badanie stopnia termalizacji gora^cych ukladów hadronowych powstaja_cych w reakcjach
S+S, O+Au przy pçdzie wiâ zki 200 A GaV/c
The study of the degree of thermalisation of hadronic systems created in S+S and O+Au
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